Disposing of unwanted chemicals

Your unwanted chemicals may be useful for other members of the School, so often the quickest and easiest way to get rid of unwanted chemicals is to advertise them to the rest of the School. If you still have some unwanted chemicals left after this, or you have chemical waste for disposal, follow the instructions below to arrange a Veolia uplift.

Instructions for requesting a waste uplift via Veolia

1. Fill in the Veolia waste disposal enquiry form (available on the Chemistry Stores website) - add in your name, phone number and email address, and a description of the waste to be uplifted

2. Send the completed form to uk.techscotland@veolia.com and ask them to send you a quote for the disposal of the waste listed in the form

3. Receive a quote back from Veolia - see example below
Note that your waste will be uplifted alongside normal Chemistry Stores waste, so Stores will pay the consignment and transport charges, you will just pay the charge for your own waste to be disposed of

4. Raise an order in Agresso with the following information:
   - **Supplier** – 27396 (Veolia)
   - **Product** – LAB96 (chemical waste disposal)
   - **Description** – “Disposal of ((detail specific waste – e.g. container of perchloric acid from example above)), quote ((give quote reference number – e.g. FP124069 from example above)), to be uplifted alongside normal Chemistry Stores waste”
   - **Quantity** – 1
   - **Price** – calculate total price from Veolia quotation, excluding consignment note and transport charges (e.g. £3.58 from example above)

5. Once the Agresso order has gone through and you have a PO number, liaise with Finlay in Stores to ask when would suit him for you to bring the waste downstairs. Note that you should take a printed copy of the Veolia quotation down to Finlay when you take the waste downstairs